
 
 

 

A Budget…Really? 
 
September 14, 2017 
 
The starting point: a good budget 
 
A good budget is a financial roadmap that shows three kinds of information: the Simple, the Complex and a Projection about the 
future. 
 
The Simple items usually involve past and current income and expenses, a listing of financial assets in bank and brokerage accounts, 
and an itemization of property that was acquired, or earned, during the marriage. This includes the family residence, additional real 
estate, and valuable personal assets such as art, jewelry, or collectibles. Simple items also include the family’s liabilities—an 
outstanding mortgage or loans owed on other real estate, credit card balances and other debts that arose during the marriage. The 
best sources for this information usually are bank statements, canceled checks, credit-card statements and other periodic reports 
involving assets or liabilities. With the advent of money-management software such as Intuit Quicken, some families, but not all, are 
a step-ahead in gathering and organizing the Simple financial facts—most have not made the effort to fully utilize such software or 
otherwise organize this information. 
 
The Complex items are more difficult and often the most consequential because they involve subjective valuations of both assets 
and liabilities. Most often this question involves a family’s interest in a private business (either as a stockholder or through stock 
options). Even the value of a 100%-owned business is highly subjective. And family obligations, even if not covered by the court per 
se, can become contentious when the time comes to write checks—for example, future payments to support the care of an aged 
parent or the choice of college for a child. The financial outcome of many divorces often depends on how these Complex items are 
handled. 
 
And finally, the Projection.  Yogi Berra summed it up: “It's tough to make predictions, especially about the future.”  This boils down 
to future living expenses and expectations for investments. The Financial Affidavit includes a detailed budget for each spouse. 
 
The known unknowns: budgetary pitfalls  
 
We’ve seen our share of budgetary errors. It’s easy to forget that there are 4.3 weeks per month – not 4—and underestimate future 
expenses right from the start. When children are involved, it’s necessary to anticipate how these costs gradually increase over time. 
And let’s not forget healthcare—if it’s a company benefit now, it can be a future shock following divorce. Even with a methodical 
budget, many financial settlements are based on an expectation that one spouse will provide future payments; this raises the 
question—what happens if the spouse doing the paying becomes incapacitated or dies? 
 
Minimize variables and hire experienced experts 
 
Pay off all revolving debt like credit cards when possible before making a financial settlement. Both parties are able to move forward 
with a clean slate without lingering joint accounts. (People aren’t always aware that open joint accounts leave both parties on the 
hook for any future debt, regardless of what the divorce decree says.)  
 
Avoid thinking of marital assets as a pie to be cut into two equal halves. There are many subtle elements surrounding child and 
spousal support so it’s important to avoid such mistakes, particularly in long-term marriages or when one spouse earns a high 
percentage of the family income. 
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Hire a financial professional, like a Certified Divorce Financial Analyst (CDFA) to manage the budget process—the upfront cost is 
often recouped at the settlement. A good budget can take hours of work and may cost several thousand dollars, but the long-term 
benefit of having a reliable financial roadmap can avoid costly financial mistakes down the road.       
 
The end product is the Financial Affidavit 
 
Sometimes called a Financial Statement or Financial Declaration - but regardless of name, it’s a truthful and accurate summary of all 
the family’s assets and liabilities and a prospective budget. Most states require that each spouse prepare their own version. 
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